NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

_____ Samantha Ahdoot*

_____ Heidi Meinzer

_____ Jason Miles

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

7 Samantha Ahdoot*
__ Heidi Meinzer
__ Jason Miles

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY

1 2 3 4 5 6
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

EXHIBIT NO. 1

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

△ Samantha Ahdoot*

Heidi Meinzer
Jason Miles

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

✓ Samantha Ahdoot*

_____ Heidi Meinzer

_____ Jason Miles

* Incumbent
Krupicka
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

✓ Samantha Ahdoot*

Heidi Meinzer

Jason Miles

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

✓ Samantha Ahdoot*

Heidi Meinzer
Jason Miles

* Incumbent
Smedley
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

X Samantha Ahdoot*

Heidi Meinzer
Jason Miles

* Incumbent
Pepper
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

✓ Samantha Ahdoot*

____ Heidi Meinzer

____ Jason Miles

* Incumbent

ENDORSED BY
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

Macdonald

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY COMMISSION
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen-at-Large

Samantha Ahdoot*
Heidi Meinzer
Jason Miles

* Incumbent